The Bachelor of Science in Animal Bioscience four-year program provides students with a broad background in domestic animal biology. This program meets Pre-Veterinary Medicine requirements and prepares students to work in fields outside of traditional animal agriculture, including biomedical sciences, companion, equine and research animal care, animal health and performance, laboratory testing and development of DNA tests for animal traits related to environmental impact assessment of wild and domestic animal interactions, animal pharmaceutical sales and clinical trial testing, animal welfare positions within and outside government, such as the SPCA, and product development and sales for the growing pet care industry.

The program is designed to prepare students for diverse career choices in government, non-profit organizations and the private sector including biomedical sciences, companion, equine and research animal care, animal health and performance.

Student Excellence

**ENTRANCE AWARDS**

- AGBIO Renewable Entrance Scholarships
  - Benjamin Dietrich, Moosomin
  - Logan Pizzey, Biscaroth MB
  - Sarah Wist, Central Butte
  - Jasmine Tenkink, Prince Albert
  - Brianna Zoerb, Delisle
  - Silas Friesen, Waldheim

- AGBIO Entrance Scholarships
  - Dallis Aiken, Canwood
  - Niki Beingsnesser, Truax
  - Megan Bergsveinsson, Alameda
  - Danielle Black, Fort Qu’Appelle
  - Lane Blanke, Swift Current
  - Charlotte Corbett, Bruno
  - Erin Davis, Warman
  - Erika Dowling, Prince Albert
  - Timothy Fiss, Qu’Appelle
  - Taryn Heidecker, Middle Lake
  - Jess Hughes, Eston
  - Shelby LaRose, Kipling
  - Shawna Lajoie, Sylvania
  - Cassidy Oborowsky, Grandora
  - Katelyn Rath, Saskatoon
  - Shelby Riche, Bethune
  - Mathew Scott, Cuper
  - Courtney Trudeau, Wymark
  - Jaden Wood-Sparrow, Vanscoy
  - Amanda Wuchner, Humboldt

- Arnold and Emily Robinson Scholarship
  - Emelie Viczko, Lake Lenore

- Beatrice Murray Entrance Scholarship
  - Shannon Walker, Langham

- Canadian Wheat Board Scholarship for Diploma in Agriculture
  - Jennifer Davidson, Milestone

- Douglas Christie Ferguson Fund Scholarship
  - Sarah Barnsley, Saskatoon
  - Ann Kusler, Maple Creek
  - Christine Mysyk, Saskatoon

- Jim Anderson Scholarship in Agriculture
  - Garth Stang, Macklin
  - Daniel Roelens, Canora
  - Christopher Diederichs, Cudworth
  - Michelle Hildebrand, Boissevain MB

- Robert and Maude Hale
  - Delaney Murphy, Saskatoon

- Saskatchewan Chicken Industry Development Fund Award in Agriculture
  - Megan Hodges, Dalmeny

**CONTINUING STUDENT AWARDS**

- AGBIO Renewable Entrance Scholarships, Second Year
  - Tracy Fehr, Rosthern
  - Sarah Johnson, Churchbridge
  - Shannon Palmer, Port Alberni BC
  - Moira Petruic, Avonlea
  - Lukas Smith, Radisson

- AGBIO Renewable Entrance Scholarships, Third Year
  - Melanie Hawrysh, Borden
  - Kathryn Stolle, Christopher Lake
  - Steven Tetreault, Leoville

- AGBIO Renewable Entrance Scholarships, Fourth Year
  - Kaitlyn Schurmann, Abbotsford BC
  - Blake Weiseth, Shaunavon

- AGBIO Renewable Transfer Scholarships, Fourth Year
  - Ruth Kost, Saskatoon

- Adeline and William Haberman Memorial Scholarship
  - Steven Tetreault, Leoville

- Albert and Beatrice Trew Memorial Scholarship
  - Kerrie Andreas, Sheho
  - Jesse Bond, Marengo

- BASF Canada Scholarship in Plant Sciences
  - Kerrie Andreas, Sheho
  - Jesse Bond, Marengo

- Bayer Crop Science: InVigor Canola Scholarship
  - Ian Epp, Blaine Lake
  - Kerrie Andreas, Sheho

- Bert Hargrave Scholarship
  - Danica Lucyszyn, Saskatoon

- Bert Salloum Scholarship in Agriculture Economics
  - Andrea De Roo, Fairlight

- Canadian Prairie Lily Society John Bond Scholarship
  - Lisa Taylor, Saskatoon

- Canadian Prairie Lily Society T.A. (Andy) Dingwall Scholarship
  - Justin Stokes, Moose Jaw

- Canadian Society of Animal Science Book Prize
  - Lisa Johnson, Churchbridge

- Carlson Scholarship in Renewable Resource Management
  - Kaitlyn Kelly, Swift Current

- Charles C. Cook Student Leadership Award
  - Jillian Panchuk, Saskatoon
  - Mark Sigouin, Zenon Park

- David J. Welch Memorial Prize
  - Jason Fleischhacker, Fulda

- Dow AgroSciences Scholarship in Agriculture
  - Jillian Panchuk, Saskatoon
  - Kirstie Rissling, Denzil

- Elaine Partington Equine Thesis Award
  - Katherine Schutzman, Regina
Elmer Laird Memorial Scholarship for Organic Agriculture
Cody Northam, Rapid City MB

Ernest Winn McKenzie Scholarship
Mark Sigouin, Saskatoon

Ewald M. & Donna I. Kitsch Scholarship in Crop Science
Mallory Erickson, Tulliby Lake AB

FCC Business Planning Award
1st Place
Conrad Nagel, Mossbank
Jillian Heatcoat, Assiniboia
Shaun Vey, Saskatoon
Travis Brisebois, Kincaid

2nd Place
Christine Young, Yorkton
Jennifer Jelinski, Saskatoon
Allyson Mierau, Langham
Ashley Greiner, Yorkton

3rd Place
Roger Hounjet, Saskatoon
Rebecca Bidwell, Saskatoon
Jeremy Doerksen, Garrick

4th Place
Lexie Cook, Russell MB
Jayden Balfour, Climax
Vicky Anderson, Rosedale BC
Jordan Wolkowski, Saskatoon

F.J. Fear Scholarship in Soil Science
Blake Weiseth, Shaunavon

Frank and Freda Riecken Scholarship in Soil Science
Dana-Rose Keeler, Turner Valley AB

Gillian Hughes Memorial Travel Fellowship
Steven Tetreault, Leoville

Harvey Scholarship
Mark Sigouin, Zenon Park
Mallory Erickson, Tulliby Lake AB
Alexis Tindall, Saskatoon
Vangelis Karamanos, Calgary AB
Ashley Pilon, Hudson Bay
Lindsay Jensen, Saskatoon
Ian Epp, Blaine Lake

Howard Lindberg Memorial Award
Jason Fleischhacker, Fulda

James Donald Hardin Scholarship
Shawn Cowie, Rowatt
Rodney Cowie, Rowatt
Raelyn Wutzke, Aberdeen

Jickling Agricultural Scholarship
Jessica Weber, Landis

John Mitchell Memorial Scholarship
Alexis Tindall, Saskatoon

Kelly Aulie Memorial Scholarship
Alicia Sopatyk, Meacham

Larry Janzen Memorial Scholarship
Alicia Merriam, Saskatoon

Molson Canada Book Prize
Erin Hopkins, Saskatoon
Yun Wang, Saskatoon

Pat Toderian Scholarship
Lisa Johnson, Churchbridge
Marissa Wilford, Winnipeg MB

Port Metro Vancouver Scholarship
Blake Weiseth, Shaunavon

R.K. Baker Prize for Excellence in Poultry Science
Erin Cuthbert, Ladysmith BC

Robert and Maude Hale Scholarship
Danica Lucyshyn, Saskatoon

Rossnagel Scholarship for Academic Improvement
Natalie Blain, Prince Albert

Russell Fisher Scholarship
Christine Young, Bredenbury

Saskatchewan Institute of Agrologists Scholarship
Cordell Young, Bredenbury
Jason Fleischhacker, Fulda
Steven Tetreault, Leoville
Kaitlyn Schurmann, Abbotsford BC

SaskMilk Undergraduate Scholarship
Danielle Saelman, Abbotsford BC

SaskPower Shand Greenhouse Education Prize
Derek Morris, Melville

Syngenta Achievement Award
Vangelis Karamanos, Calgary AB

University of Saskatchewan Scholarships
Nicole Marleau, Saskatoon
Brendan Kessel, Balgonie
Jordan Gottinger, Neudorf
Ruth Kost, Saskatoon

University Undergraduate Scholarship
Kaitlyn Schurmann, Abbotsford BC

W.J. Copeland Scholarship in Crop Science
Dustin McLaren, Moose Jaw

William G. McLaren Scholarship
Jane Johnston, Swift Current

GRADUATION AWARDS

The Fulton Family and Saskatchewan Institute of Agrologists Award
Tess Strand, Preeceville

Norman H. Horace Pearce Prize in Animal and Poultry Science
Angela Japp, Eston
Alex Neumann, Saskatoon
Alyssa Krone, Saskatoon

Molson Canada Award of Excellence
Jae Hee Jennifer Kim, Toronto

P.M. and Y.Y. Huang Distinguished Award in Soil Science
Janell Healey, Prince Albert

Saskatchewan Horticulture Association Prize
Carmen Danyluk, Kamsack
Saskatchewan Institute of Agrologists Gold Medal
Kendra Purton, Yorkton

Frank Sosulski Graduation Prize in Plant Sciences
Lindsay Griffith, Bangor

William Allen Memorial Prize in Agriculture Economics
Shaun Vey, Wakaw

POSTGRADUATE AWARDS

Ajinomoto Heartland/ Halchemix Scholarship
Rohini Agivale

Alexander and Jean Auckland Postgraduate Award
Jenalee Mischkolz

Barbara and Frank Pavelich Postgraduate Scholarship
Phillip Garvey

C. Paul W. and Marianne M. Ziehlke Postgraduate Award
Aron Cory
Tyler Schwaiger

Canadian Dairy Commission Scholarship
Shelicia Forbes-Brown
Ricky Lam

Canadian Wheat Board Graduate Fellowship
Kirby Nilsen
Xiaoyu Liu
Marija Pavleska
Katarzyna Bolek
Mohammad Torshizi

Class of ‘43 60th Anniversary Award
Hasan Pervej Ahmed

Dollie Hantelman Postgraduate Scholarship
Candace Piper

Dr. Robert E. Redmann Memorial Graduate Scholarship in Plant Sciences
Yusef Abu

Elmer Laird Memorial Scholarship for Organic Agriculture Postgraduate Award
Angelena Syrovy

F. V. MacHardy Graduate Fellowship in Grasslands Management
Lei Ren

Harris and Lauretta and Raymond Earl Parr Memorial Scholarship in Agriculture
Melissa Arcand
Dilshan De Silva Benaragama
Molly Patterson
Colleen Redlick

John Baerg Award
Larissa Jancewicz

John Blake Memorial Postgraduate Scholarship
Da Wang

John Wickhorst Memorial Scholarship
Candace Piper

Kathleen and Norman Lean Postgraduate Scholarship
Kaitlin Strobbe

L.H. Hantelman Postgraduate Scholarship
Ke Feng
Kirby Nilsen

Martin Pedersen and Family Postgraduate Scholarship
Courtney Phillips

Maurice Hanson Sr. Postgraduate Award
Courtney Phillips

Molson Canada Post Secondary Excellence Award
Vinti Kumari

O.M. Elviss Postgraduate Scholarship
Hussien Mohammed Beshir

Paulden F. and Doratha I. Knowles Postgraduate Scholarship
Aron Cory

Molson Canada Post Secondary Excellence Award
Vinti Kumari

O.M. Elviss Postgraduate Scholarship
Hussien Mohammed Beshir

Paulden F. and Doratha I. Knowles Postgraduate Scholarship
Aron Cory

Manu Gangola
Ketema Abdi
Kayla Lindenback

Purdy Postgraduate Scholarship
Min Li

Putnam Family Memorial Award
Kendra Purton

Rene Vandeveld Postgraduate Scholarship in Crop Science
Ehsan Sari
Douha Khiri
Hussein Mohammed Bashir
Mahla Mirlali
Jun Liu

Roderick Alan McLean Memorial Award
Rajib Podder

R.P. Knowles Scholarship
Eric Gerbrandt

S.N. Horner Postgraduate Scholarship
Henry Wai Chau
Elliot Hildebrand
Hannah Konschuh
Mike Lavender

Saskatchewan Pulse Crop Development Board Dr. Alfred E. Slinkard Scholarship
Nicole Avramenko

Saskatchewan Pulse Crop Development Board Don Jaques Memorial Fellowship
Angelina Syrovy

Saskatchewan Institute of Agrologists Scholarship
Elliot Hildebrand

SaskMilk Graduate Scholarship
Matt Walpole

Syngenta Scholarship in Sustainable Agriculture
Lisa Malo